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Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) differ from typical retroviruses in
being inherited through the host germline and therefore are a unique
combination of pathogen and selﬁsh genetic element. Some ERV
lineages proliferate by infecting germline cells, as do typical retroviruses, whereas others lack the env gene required for virions to
enter cells and thus behave like retrotransposons. We wished to
know what factors determined the relative abundance of different
ERV lineages, so we analyzed ERV loci recovered from 38 mammal
genomes by in silico screening. By modeling the relationship between proliferation and replication mechanism in detail within one
group, the intracisternal A-type particles (IAPs), and performing simple correlations across all ERV lineages, we show that when ERVs lose
the env gene their proliferation within that genome is boosted by
a factor of ∼30. We also show that ERV abundance follows the Pareto
principle or 20/80 rule, with ∼20% of lineages containing 80% of the
loci. This rule is observed in many biological systems, including infectious disease epidemics, where commonly ∼20% of the infected
individuals are responsible for 80% of onward infection. We thus
borrow simple epidemiological and ecological models and show that
retrotransposition and loss of env is the trait that leads endogenous
retroviruses to becoming genomic superspreaders that take over
a signiﬁcant proportion of their host’s genome.
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ndogenous retroviruses (ERVs) proliferate by the repeated
integration of new viral sequences into their host’s germline
(1), integrations which can become ﬁxed in the host population
and have led to ERV sequences (loci) comprising 8–10% of the
human and mouse genomes (2, 3) (this number also includes
nonautonomous LTR-retrotransposons, which we do not analyze
here). These loci form phylogenetically distinct lineages traditionally called “families” (4) (unrelated to the general use of this
term in taxonomy), each of which is the result of the expansion of
a founder infection of the organism’s germline that can have
occurred more than ∼100 million years ago (5).
ERVs can replicate both as transposable elements (TEs) and
viruses. Some lineages copy by an entirely intracellular mechanism
and are functionally indistinguishable from the class of TEs
called LTR-retrotransposons, whereas others copy within the host
germline using cell reinfection in the same manner as the copying
within somatic cells of exogenous retroviruses (XRVs) (6). We
refer to these replication mechanisms as “retrotransposition” and
“reinfection,” respectively. Whether an ERV is reinfecting or retrotransposing can be determined by the integrity of its env gene,
which produces the protein on the surface of the viral particle that is
responsible for cell entry. We can assume that an ERV lineage with
a functional env is reinfecting, whereas an ERV lineage with a disintegrated env is retrotransposing (whether reinfection can include
germline cells in other host individuals of the same or other species
is not known). Some retroviruses with a defective env are able to
reinfect by “hitchhiking” the functional env of a coinfecting retrovirus, a mechanism known as “complementation” (7). However,
complementation does not appear to be common in ERVs; in two
ERV families where complementation of env might be expected to
occur, because they contain both loci with intact env and loci with
defective env, it has been shown that the former are reinfecting, and
the latter are retrotransposing (8–10).
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The relationship between an organism and its TEs poses a series
of questions similar to those in ecology. For example, workers have
attempted to explain the proliferation of individual TE lineages
and why the genomes of more complex organisms tend to contain
more TEs than do simpler ones (11, 12). We take an approach
common in community ecology and ask what controls the relative
abundance of different TE lineages. Our previous work (10) suggested that reinfecting lineages, inferred from detecting past
negative selection on env, tended to be small, but this study was
restricted to the human genome and did not account for a possible
confounding effect of lineage age. Here we (i) model in detail the
relationship between env integrity and proliferation in the intracisternal A-type particle (IAP ) group of ERVs and (ii) compare in
38 mammal genomes the mean env integrity of the largest ERV
lineage with the env integrity of the smaller lineages. IAPs are
a good model system because they invaded their hosts recently, are
well-studied experimentally, and harbor both mechanisms of
replication. They were found initially in the mouse and were shown
by electron microscopy to replicate via intracellular particles which
budded on the cisternae of the endoplasmic reticulum, hence their
name (13, 14). These retrotransposing loci have a degraded,
nonfunctional env gene (15). Later, however, similar loci with
more intact env genes, IAPEs, were identiﬁed in the mouse, and
one was shown experimentally to be able to reinfect cells in the
classic viral manner (9, 16).
We ﬁnd repeated transformations from reinfecting into retrotransposing ERVs and show that this transformation results in
a rapid proliferation within the genome. Considering our results
together with those from studies of transmission diversity in infectious disease epidemics, we propose that retrotransposition is
the trait that leads ERVs to become genomic superspreaders.
Results
Distribution of IAPs in Hosts. We found 5,969 IAP loci in 17 host

genomes (Figs. 1 and 2 and Table S1). These loci formed a monophyletic clade within a tree containing all XRV species and representatives of other ERV families. The IAP loci were found mostly
in rodents: Three species—Mus, Spermophilus, and Cavia—account
for more than 80% of the loci. In addition, every sequenced rodent, as well as both representatives of the sister order Lagomorpha, has been invaded by IAPs. Among the equally wellsampled primates, IAPs were found only only in the more basal
lineages represented by Tarsius and Microcebus; no IAP was
found in monkeys and apes. Mapping host species as a character
onto the IAP tree, we estimate a total of at least 18 cross-species
transmission events among the IAPs (Fig. 3). Mouse and rat IAP
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are obviously older integrations. Also, with the exception of Spermophilus, all the large expansions have predominantly more similar
paired LTRs, indicating that they are relatively young (i.e., integrating roughly within the last 12 million years) (Fig. S3). The
short terminal branch lengths seen in Fig. 2 also are consistent
with this relative youth. There is a striking difference between the
larger Spermophilus expansion and that in Cavia: The two expansions have similar degradation of env, but the Cavia expansion is
markedly younger.
To assess statistically the relationship between env integrity
and both expansion and cross-species transmission in IAPs, we
used evolutionary distinctiveness (ED) to measure if a locus is
a result of low or high expansion history and performed a multivariate analysis based on generalized least squares (GLS) and
accounting for phylogenetic correlation and changes in rate between internal and terminal branches. Our analysis showed that
expansion is negatively correlated with env integrity (P < 0.01)
but is not signiﬁcantly correlated with the integrity of other ERV
genes (gag, prot, and pol) (Tables S2 and S3). The results were
similar when we adjusted ED for cross-species transmissions,
conﬁrming that env degradation occurs after the transmission
(SI Results and Fig. S4). The model predicts that an IAP family
with more than 80 loci is predominantly retrotransposing (at
least 50% of its loci have lost at least 90% of their env ORF).

Fig. 1. Phylogeny of mammals (57) with ERV megafamilies (see text) shown
as colored circles (area is proportional to the percentage of the ERV loci in
the genome represented by that family). The placing of megafamilies on the
tree shows relative age but not origin (which may be considerably earlier).
Scale bar shows approximate dates in host phylogeny. Asterisked taxa are
treated as duplicates and excluded from our analysis of all ERV families.
Name color shows how many IAP loci were found in each species (Table S1).
A typical megafamily in one genome (Spermophilus) is shown colored red.
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lineages frequently are sister clades but are all independent
invasions that occurred after the mouse/rat speciation.
Loss of env Is Associated with Proliferation in IAPs. The phylogenetic
tree of the 4,089 IAP loci with more complete pol sequences (Fig.
2) shows repeated invasions by an IAP-like virus with env and
subsequent degradation of this gene as measured by the length of
the longest ORF: Most loci in the largest Mus expansion have an
env ORF of <200 aa and have lost >80% of their env nucleotides.
The extent of env degradation appears to determine the size of the
expansion within the genome; e.g., the great majority of the loci in
the largest expansions have lost most of their env gene. This
change is unidirectional: We ﬁnd no cases of env gain (or switching) during an expansion. However, the independent invasions of
the guinea pig (Cavia) and shrew (Sorex) were preceded by a switch
in env (Fig. 2), both gaining their env gene from viruses more
closely related to extant betaretroviruses (∼50% amino acid similarity in the transmembrane region to Mason–Pﬁzer monkey virus) than are IAPs (maximum of ∼20% similarity, which is to
Jaagsiekte sheep retrovirus).
The env degradation is not caused primarily by locus age because
(i) other genes are not so extensively degraded (Figs. S1 and S2),
and (ii) unlike with other genes, env degradation is not positively
associated with sequence divergence between the paired LTRs,
which is an independent measure of the postintegration age of the
locus. As shown in Fig. 2, env is more intact at basal branches, which
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Distribution of Other ERVs in Hosts. We found a total of 83,614 ERV
loci in the 38 mammal genomes screened. Although the IAPs are
a relatively young group, in that all loci integrated after the divergence of their host genomes, some other ERV families are much
older, and therefore some loci in different genomes are homologs.
To avoid pseudoreplication we excluded loci that (i) did not have
90% nucleotide sequence identity with at least one other locus
(retaining over half of the loci) or (ii) were in genomes that diverged within the last ∼25 million years, the date that corresponds
approximately to 90% sequence identity assuming that integrated
ERVs diverge at a similar rate to their hosts (17) (namely Rattus,
Papio, and the nonhuman hominoids). The high sequence divergence across all ERVs necessitated the use of clustering using
pairwise nucleotide similarity, and the resulting ERV dendrograms
showed that, as with the IAPs, family size is very uneven. In most
genomes the largest family accounts for more than half of the loci;
extreme examples are Erinaceus and Monodelphis, in which the
largest family accounts for >80% of the loci (Fig. 1 and Table S1).
Pooling the ERVs from all genomes, we ﬁnd that the largest
22% of families account for 80% of the loci, and a similarly unbalanced distribution was observed in IAPs, where 18% (3/17) of
the genomes contain 80% of the loci. This lack of homogeneity
closely resembles the 20/80 rule observed in a range of infectious
disease epidemics (e.g., HIV, parasites), where the most infectious ∼20% of individuals account for 80% of the onward
transmissions (18–21). In infectious disease epidemics, homogeneity of onward transmission is severely violated by superspreaders, who create many more secondary infections than the
rest of the population. By analogy with superspreaders, who can
be deﬁned statistically as the most infectious 1% of the infected
individuals (21), we introduce the term “megafamily” to describe
ERV families that have expanded abnormally. We deﬁne a megafamily as the largest family in a genome that also has signiﬁcantly
more loci than would be expected if loci were distributed randomly among families (P < 0.01). Six of the genomes had more
than one abnormally large family, so we applied this test to the
second largest family also.
Loss of env Is Associated with Proliferation in Other ERVs. All megafamilies except perhaps one in the lemur Microcebus appear to
be retrotransposing rather than reinfecting, because they have lost
or possess only a degraded env (e.g., Fig. S5). We compared the
env integrity of each megafamily with that in a representative
small family in the same genome, which was selected from the
dendrogram to be of similar age and to represent between 1% and
10% of the loci (Table S1). We determined env integrity only for
Magiorkinis et al.
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Fig. 2. Phylogenetic tree of IAP loci. Expansions in host species that have had multiple invasions are colored. Integrity of env gene is shown by color of
terminal branch: orange indicates the longest ORF (at least 75% of the full length); red indicates an ORF between 25 and 75% of the full length; blue indicates
an ORF <25% of the full length. Black shows loci for which we could not extract sequences >13 kb. Solid and open circles show Shimodaira–Hasegawa (SH)
support values > 0.90 and >0.75, respectively. The two blue triangles show switches of env. The published IAPE and IAP sequences are indicated.

the selected families and only after their selection, which was done
without prior knowledge of their biology. Therefore, we consider
the comparison of family size with gene integrity to be a blinded
experiment. We found that 23 of 24 megafamilies have a more
degraded env gene [x2 = 20.2; P < 0.001]. As in our analysis of
IAPs, we can exclude a possible confounding effect of time inside
the genomes because the gag gene, necessary for both replication
mechanisms, was not similarly degraded: In 12 of the 24 comparisons the gag integrity was lower in the megafamily; this 50%
ﬁnding would be expected by chance. In Fig. 4 we show this relationship between env integrity (as a ratio with gag) and family
size. The megafamilies are, on average, ∼30-fold larger than other
Magiorkinis et al.

families. An additional comparison between env degradation in
megafamilies compared with all other loci in the same genome
shows the same result: In the same 23 of 24 comparisons, there is
more degradation of env in the megafamily (Table S4).
ERVs are divided into three classes (22), and we ﬁnd retrotransposing megafamilies in all of them (Fig. 1). Class I (most
closely related among the XRVs to gammaretroviruses) has eight
retrotransposing megafamilies, which together make up 33% of
the total class I loci; class II (closest to betaretroviruses) has
nine, including four IAPs, which make up 41% of the class II
loci; class III (closest to spumaviruses) has six, all ERV-Ls, which
make up 71% of the class III loci.
PNAS Early Edition | 3 of 6

Fig. 4. Histograms showing (A) how common are ERV families of different
size (Inset shows right-hand tail expanded for clarity) and (B) how many loci
in total are in these families. Lines are generated assuming a lognormal
(solid black) or generalized Pareto (dashed red) distribution. (C) env integrity
(relative to gag) for megafamilies and randomly selected smaller families.
The horizontal axes have been scaled using the logarithm to base 2.
Fig. 3. Phylogenetic tree of the IAPs with the inferred ancestral states of
their host species. Expansions are collapsed into single taxa (white triangles),
and cross-species transmission events are indicated by yellow pentagons.
Colored lines show ancestral states that, according to the available host
sampling, can be attributed to a single host. Dashed lines show ancestral
states that could not be resolved.
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Frequency Distribution of ERV Family Sizes Is Skewed. The 20/80 rule
mentioned above (also referred to as the “80/20 rule” or “Pareto
principle”) is simply a description of power-law distributions, such
as the Pareto distribution, which have a fat right-hand tail: i.e.,
a majority of the instances belong to a minority of the groups.
Although the mechanisms that generate them are varied, such
power-law distributions also describe abundance in a variety of
areas, including other genomic systems (23, 24). As shown in Fig. 4
and Fig. S6, the Pareto distribution matches the observed righthand side of our observed frequency distribution of family sizes
better than the log-normal distribution, which commonly matches,
albeit crudely (25), the observed distribution of individual organisms among species (26).

Discussion
The center of IAP diversity appears to be the rodents with some
spill-over infections into other species, chieﬂy small mammals in
similar habitats but also including the dolphin Tursiops. There
also is some evidence of host phylogeny affecting cross-species
transmission: IAPs appear to have invaded only the basal lineages
among the well-sequenced primates. Moreover, mouse and rat
IAP expansions frequently are sister clades, a result that is compatible with mouse and rat being sister species among the sequenced rodents. Interestingly, the abundant env-less IAP loci in
mouse are not, as originally thought, the degraded descendants of
the IAP loci shown to have a functional env (i.e., IAPEs) (9) but
rather, as shown in Fig. 2, are from an independent invasion of the
mouse genome. It is not known whether the inbred status of the
laboratory mouse has facilitated the proliferation of IAPs (27),
4 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1200913109

but we ﬁnd a similarly large proliferation in the nondomesticated
ground squirrel Spermophilus.
Our study shows that mammalian ERVs have evolved independently into retrotransposons multiple times, and this process
underlies their relative abundance in mammal genomes. Integrating this information into the known biology of ERVs (1, 6, 9,
28) suggests that genome invasion by XRVs generates ERV lineages that typically expand through reinfection in the initial stages
but often adapt to become intracellular retrotransposons. This
adaptation leads to the degradation of the now-redundant env
gene and confers increased intracellular but diminished interhost
mobility. ERV lineages do not persist indeﬁnitely in their host but
rather cease replicating after a predictable time (28): Proliferation
and cross species transmission might be regarded as alternate
responses to lineage extinction. Among IAPs, we ﬁnd no cases of
cross-species transmission after loss of env, and, indeed, no cases of
env capture by env-less vertebrate ERVs are known (29). However,
we cannot preclude the possibility that such capture might occur.
Rare events such as complementation and recombination might
restore the capability of the extracellular life cycle; for example, in
invertebrates there have been multiple evolutionary transitions
from LTR-retrotransposons to retrovirus-like elements by the
gaining of a third ORF analogous to env and an assumed shift from
retrotransposition to reinfection (30). There also are examples of
cross-species transmission by various TEs that lack an obvious
mechanism for reinfection (31).
Why should a shift to retrotransposition lead to greater proliferation? First, reinfection might reduce host ﬁtness more.
Reinfection probably involves more replication in somatic cells,
with the consequent risks of insertional mutagenesis. Production
of endogenous Env protein may interfere with the normal function of the receptor and can cause cell fusion (32), a dangerous
effect even though several env genes have been co-opted for this
purpose in the host placenta (33). The transmembrane domain
of the Env protein also has immunosuppressive properties (34,
35) that might have a negative effect on host ﬁtness. Second,
Magiorkinis et al.
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greater expansion within the genome (genomic abundance). The
env gene thus has a key role in deﬁning both the occurrence of
ERVs in host species and their abundance within each genome.
Materials and Methods
Genome Mining. We used an in silico approach detailed in SI Materials and
Methods. We are conﬁdent that our rescreening with new divergent
sequences allowed us to ﬁnd the great majority of the pol-containing ERVs
in the available genome sequence data.
Selection of Loci. All IAPs invaded their hosts after speciation, but other ERV
loci probably integrated around the origin of vertebrates and, although
detectable, will have diverged to the extent that little sense can be made of
their phylogenetic relationships. We therefore excluded all loci that did not
have a 300-nt-long match of at least 90% sequence identity with at least one
other locus. This criterion excluded less than half of the loci (46%) and, assuming that the ERV sequence divergence is not markedly dissimilar to that of
their hosts, represents the exclusion of loci that had ceased replicating ∼25
million years ago (17), which is less than half the life of most mammalian
orders. As shown in Fig. 1, a large majority of the mammals sequenced had
diverged before this time, so loci in one genome should not have homologs
in others. However, some primate and possibly the Mus/Rattus genomes diverged after this date. To avoid counting the same locus twice (i.e., commit
pseudoreplication), we only used Mus, Homo, and Macaca to represent these
clades In our analyses of family sizes. In theory, this process could exclude
single-locus families; however, previous analyses of ERVs in the well-studied
human genome have not revealed any single-locus families (47). Therefore,
we do not expect this limitation to bias our analysis of family sizes.
Allocating Loci to Families. The number of ERV families in each genome was
measured using silhouette width, s, a composite index that reﬂects the
compactness and separation of clusters. The procedure, automated in Perl
software, was as follows. (i) For each genome, a matrix was made of all
pairwise dissimilarities between recovered ERV nucleotide sequences using
the EMBOSS water program (48), an implementation of the Smith–Waterman
alignment algorithm (with gap opening and extension penalties of 10 and 4,
respectively). (ii) Using silhouette from the partitioning around medoids
method included in the Cluster package in R (49), the n sequences were
partitioned into k clusters (where 2 < k < n − 1), and the mean value of s was
calculated for each value of k. (iii) The k clusters associated with the highest
mean value of s were designated as families, each of which was named
provisionally according to the most common reference sequence allocated to
that cluster. We then manually corrected the assignment to families, fusing
or breaking clusters, by visually inspecting the dendrograms and taking into
account large tree asymmetries, which the clustering algorithm fails to
identify. We ﬁnally determined as megafamilies the two largest families
within each genome that are larger than the top 1% of the expected family
size assuming a random equal distribution of the loci among the families.
Quantifying ERV Expansion. We measured whether a locus is a result of a low or
high expansion history using ED, a measure originally conceived to provide
a rational metric for prioritizing species conservation policies (50) and corrected
by May (51) for nonbifurcating trees (polytomies). The ED metric is based on the
idea that some lineages contain few species, and therefore their conservation
should be prioritized (50, 51). It is implemented in the Tuatara package of
Mesquite (52). ED is deﬁned as the sum of the branches arising at each and for
all subtending nodes (node score, s) standardized by dividing into the sum of it
across the tree. For each taxon i in the N taxon tree the ED is thus deﬁned as:
N
P

si
EDi ¼ i¼1 :
si
We use this formula instead of the inverse because it has better statistical
properties: It is deﬁned as a subset of the positive real numbers (1, +∞),
whereas the inverse is a proportion and thus deﬁned in the space (0,1).
The basal loci of an ERV lineage, which are thought to be closer to the
initial events of the genome invasion and thus are the result of fewer replication cycles, would score a high ED value. On the other hand, more derived
loci of an ERV lineage, which are thought to be the later events in an expansion and thus are the result of more replication cycles, would score a low
ED value. Therefore, ED and the expansion of ERVs have a monotonically
inverse correlation. Examples of calculating ED and the distribution of ED
scores on the IAP tree are shown in Figs S7 and S8, and the robustness to
phylogenetic uncertainty in Fig S9.
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production of endogenous Env protein might be disadvantageous
to the ERV, e.g., possibly leading to receptor interference in
which intracellular binding of the cellular receptor to endogenously expressed Env protein results in down-regulation of the
receptor required for viral reentry (36). A functional env gene
thus might inhibit proliferation through reinfection. In addition,
retrotransposition simply might be a more efﬁcient way to generate new integrations into germline cells (27), circumventing
the requirement for survival in a hostile extracellular environment and evading some innate antiviral defenses [e.g., tetherin, a
membrane-bound protein that inhibits the replication of enveloped viruses by tethering budding virus to the cell-surface (37–
39)]. That retrotransposing ERVs are more common than reinfecting ones is consistent with ERVs as a group being rarer than
the entirely retrotransposing Long Interspersed Nuclear Elements (LINEs) in the mouse and human genomes (2, 3).
Is loss of env a cause or a consequence of the shift to retrotransposition? In mouse IAPs, loss of env appears to be a consequence: It has been shown experimentally that polymorphisms in
the MA domain of the Gag protein direct the packaging of the IAP
particles either toward the cell membrane or within the cisternae
of the endoplasmic reticulum (14, 40). The MA domain in Gag has
been shown to play the same role in an unrelated family of mouse
ERVs called “musD” (41). Also, changes in the myristoylation
signal of Gag in HIV restrict budding on the plasma membrane
(42, 43). Thus the Gag protein appears to play a key role in determining the extracellular or intracellular fate of a retroviral life
cycle. We assume that the Env protein, with its role in attachment
and entry into the cell, becomes redundant when packaging occurs
at the endoplasmic reticulum, and we see rapid loss on the phylogenetic trees (Fig. 2). However, as discussed above, the loss of
env might determine the success of the shift to retrotransposition.
As mentioned in the Introduction, we did not analyze
nonautonomous LTR-retrotransposons such as Mammalian apparent LTR-retrotransposons (MaLRs), which are ERV-like
elements that lack pol and gag genes as well as env and replicate
using proteins produced by other ERVs. For example, in the
mouse genome there are four distinct groups of nonautonomous
LTR-retrotransposons, each with a phylogenetically related
ERV family that is assumed to replicate them (44). Our mining
relies on the presence of pol, so these retrotransposons would be
unlikely to be recovered. Loci can be copied by segmental genomic duplication, but this copying is negligible compared with
other replication mechanisms in the ERV lineages (1, 6, 10).
Can we say anything about the generating process that creates
our observed ERV family size distribution? If so, such a discussion might provide a method of producing null distributions and
thus help detect biologically signiﬁcant deviations. The widely
used and well-described Gibrat’s law (the law of proportionate
effect) states that if the size of an entity and its growth rate are
independent, and the entities are of the same age, then the resulting distribution will be lognormal (45). However, if the entities are of different age (time is a random variable), then the
resulting distribution will be lognormal with a power-law tail
(46); such a distribution is called a “double Pareto-lognormal”
distribution (24). ERV family size might be operating through
Gibrat’s law; i.e., the size of the family and its growth rate might
be independent, and because the family ages are different, the
resulting distribution would then be a double Pareto-lognormal
distribution. (Note, we are not suggesting that our megafamilies,
which lie within this power-law tail, are larger because they are
older than the other families; simply by mixing lognormal distributions from different time points we can generate a double
Pareto-lognormal distribution in which megafamilies from different time points would lie within the power-law tail and have
the same age as the smaller families within the lognormal body.)
Perhaps most importantly, our ﬁndings suggest that retroviral
abundance, measured both horizontally and vertically, is on
a continuum speciﬁed by the env gene: Gain of env allows the
acquisition of new hosts by horizontal transfer (cross-species
abundance), and loss of env is associated with substantially
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Correlating Gene Integrity with ED. We used the GLS approach as implemented
by the Analysis of Phylogenetics and Evolution (APE) package (53) in R (49),
taking into account both nonindependence of the data caused by phylogenetic relatedness (54) and nonuniform trait evolution on the tree [for one
human ERV family it has been shown that gene degradation is concentrated
on the terminal branches on the tree (55)]. The effect of phylogenetic relatedness can be incorporated in APE by modifying the value of Pagel’s λ, and
we created a multiplicative parameter (t) to transform the terminal branch
lengths and allow a faster rate of gene degradation on the terminal branches

of the tree. We used a range of different values for λ and t, and selected the
best-ﬁt model using the Akaike Information Criterion (56).
Further details on methodologies and details about alignment, phylogenetic analyses, simulating frequency distributions, gene integrity, indentifying and quantifying cross-species transmissions and invasions, and
recombination analysis of env in IAPs are given in SI Materials and Methods.
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